
25 Powerful Words That Impact, Inspire, And
Define Champions
Every champion understands the power of words. Words have the ability to
create and destroy, to motivate and demotivate, to inspire and discourage.
Whether we realize it or not, the words we choose to use and hear can greatly
impact our mindset and determine our success. In this article, we will explore 25
powerful words that have the potential to impact, inspire, and define champions.

1. Resilience

Resilience is the ability to bounce back from setbacks and keep moving forward
despite challenges. Champions understand that obstacles are a part of the
journey, and the word resilience represents their unwavering determination to
never give up.

2. Perseverance

Perseverance is the quality of persistence and tenacity. It is the ability to keep
going even when the odds are stacked against you. Champions embrace the idea
that success requires hard work and a never-give-up attitude.
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3. Determination

Determination is the firmness of purpose and the drive to achieve one's goals.
Champions exhibit unwavering determination that fuels their actions and enables
them to overcome obstacles.

4. Passion

Passion refers to an intense enthusiasm or zeal for something. Champions have
a burning passion for their craft, which drives them to put in the hours of practice
and hone their skills to perfection.

5. Commitment

Commitment is the state of being dedicated and loyal to a cause. Champions are
fully committed to their goals and are willing to make sacrifices in order to achieve
them.

6. Focus

Focus is the ability to concentrate on a specific task or goal without distractions.
Champions possess laser-like focus that allows them to block out external noise
and concentrate solely on their mission.

7. Resilience

Resilience is the ability to bounce back from setbacks and keep moving forward
despite challenges. Champions understand that obstacles are a part of the
journey, and the word resilience represents their unwavering determination to
never give up.
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8. Confidence

Confidence is the belief in oneself and one's abilities. Champions have
unwavering self-confidence, which enables them to take risks and rise to any
occasion.

9. Grit

Grit refers to the combination of passion and perseverance. Champions possess
a level of grit that allows them to push through difficult situations and emerge
victorious on the other side.

10. Discipline

Discipline is the practice of self-control and the ability to make consistent, focused
efforts towards a goal. Champions have a disciplined approach to their craft,
ensuring consistent growth and improvement.

11. Vision

Vision refers to the ability to imagine or foresee future success. Champions have
a clear vision of where they want to be, and they relentlessly work towards
turning that vision into reality.

12. Inspiration

Inspiration is the act of filling someone with the desire or urge to do something.
Champions serve as a source of inspiration for others, motivating them to reach
their full potential.

13. Empowerment

Empowerment is the process of enabling individuals to gain control over their own
lives and make meaningful choices. Champions empower themselves and others



by fostering an environment of growth and success.

14. Excellence

Excellence is the quality of being outstanding or extremely good. Champions
strive for excellence in everything they do, pushing the boundaries of what is
possible.

15. Victory

Victory signifies a triumph or success over an opponent. Champions strive for
victory in their pursuits, whether it's on the field, at work, or in their personal lives.

16. Courage

Courage is the ability to face difficult situations with bravery and confidence.
Champions exhibit unwavering courage, taking risks and embracing challenges
head-on.

17. Inspiration

Inspiration is the act of filling someone with the desire or urge to do something.
Champions serve as a source of inspiration for others, motivating them to reach
their full potential.

18. Positivity

Positivity is the practice of maintaining an optimistic and constructive mindset.
Champions embrace positivity, understanding that a positive mindset can
overcome even the toughest challenges.

19. Focus



Focus is the ability to concentrate on a specific task or goal without distractions.
Champions possess laser-like focus that allows them to block out external noise
and concentrate solely on their mission.

20. Impact

Impact refers to the influence or effect that something has on someone or
something else. Champions aim to make a positive impact in the world, leaving a
lasting legacy behind.

21. Integrity

Integrity is the quality of being honest and having strong moral principles.
Champions uphold high levels of integrity, both in their personal and professional
lives.

22. Mentorship

Mentorship is the guidance and support provided by an experienced individual to
someone less experienced. Champions understand the power of mentorship and
actively seek guidance from those who have walked the path before them.

23. Positivity

Positivity is the practice of maintaining an optimistic and constructive mindset.
Champions embrace positivity, understanding that a positive mindset can
overcome even the toughest challenges.

24. Empathy

Empathy is the ability to understand and share the feelings of another person.
Champions possess empathy, allowing them to connect with others on a deeper
level and build meaningful relationships.



25. Legacy

Legacy refers to the impact or influence that someone leaves behind after they
are gone. Champions work towards creating a lasting legacy, knowing that their
actions and words have the power to inspire future generations.

In , words hold immense power to impact, inspire, and define champions. From
resilience to commitment, focus to empowerment, these 25 powerful words
encompass the qualities and traits that champions embody. By incorporating
these words into our daily lives, we can cultivate a mindset that propels us
towards success and empowers us to become champions in our own rights.
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staff. These events, and many others from
Kevin’s forty-plus years in the game, have
motivated him to write Why the Best Are
the Best.
Kevin will take you behind the
scenes and share an up-close look at
how and why the best are the way they
are. Why the Best Are the Best examines
strategies to help you overcome mistakes
and failures, as well as ways to turn them
into your own personal success plan.
More importantly, this book will help
you see that these same mindsets, habits,
and strategies are not just for elite athletes
or the otherwise famous. We can all insert
them into our lives and careers to help us
become our best.
The best are the best, in part, because
of the words they choose to live by. The
best individuals and teams define their
words, respect the power of those words,
and use those words as a foundation for
all they do. This book provides the 25
Power Words that will help you learn
from the best to create a framework and
mindset to become your best.

“… Kevin has a unique way of taking the most important components of
success―



leadership, team building, and personal development―and simplifying them to
the point that we can immediately insert them into our lives, careers, and teams. ”
JAY WRIGHT Head Coach, Villanova University; NCAA Champion 2016, 2018
“… He [Kevin Eastman] has worked with NBA all-stars, Hall of Fame players,
and thirteen- to fifteen-year olds wanting to make their high school team. In
every situation, he has worked to make them better and cared equally about
the person, regardless of stature.…” ROY WILLIAMS Head Coach, University of
North Carolina;
NCAA Champion 2005, 2009, 2017; Basketball Hall of Fame Inductee
“… Kevin personifies what General Martin Dempsey calls the three most
important principles of leadership: character, competence and humility…. His
humility is inspiring, as is his willingness to share his knowledge….” JAY BILAS
ESPN Basketball Analyst
“… Each chapter is laced with “wisdom bombs” making this a compulsory
read for teams in any sport and teams in the ever-competitive corporate world
as well.” GEORGE RAVELING Former College Basketball Head Coach;
Basketball Hall of Fame Inductee
“Kevin is one of the best speakers and teachers I have come across in the
profession. If you want to learn more about leadership, coaching, self-motivation,
or taking your team or yourself to the next level of performance,
this book is a must read.” ERIK SPOELSTRA Head Coach, Miami Heat; NBA
Champion 2012, 2013
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